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GETTING TO KNOW – IAPCO

SURVIVING
AND THRIVING
On 15 February we celebrated our IAPCO day, virtually.

IAPCO Day 2021 – we Survived and Thrived!

IAPCO is the biggest family of the worldwide top accredited

Well, it was a great learning experience for not only the IAPCO

PCOs and our Annual Meeting is all about getting together

Community audience that tuned in, but also to IAPCO HQ.

as a community.
Brian Solis, world renowned digital anthropologist and
Sharing knowledge and experiences between the members

futurist who is recognised as one of the top 10 people to know

is one of the core strengths of the Association.

in Silicon Valley, shared his concept of the ‘Novel Economy’
and how companies that excel at design grow revenues and

This is the reason we decided to postpone our Annual

value at nearly twice the rate of their industry peers.

Meeting that was planned to be in Rome this February to
2022. In IAPCO, however, we embrace the change and the

The future of events starts today with this concept of

new norm. And since we have legally to conduct our yearly

‘experience design’ being at the core of spatial architecture,

General Assembly, we took this as an opportunity to celebrate

digital marketing, hybrid production, creativity and

the Association and its members’ successes in 2020.

innovation, next-Gen presenters and data-driven empathy
for the audience.

We created the virtual IAPCO Day & GA with four amazing
hours that combined the General Assembly, keynote speakers

Let’s not forget the value of human connections – real

and espresso exchanges for group discussions.

people, real connections, together. Upward.

The fact the event went virtual gave an opportunity for more

Baroness Valerie Amos, Master of University College Oxford

people from our members’ companies to join the celebration

and former Secretary General for Humanitarian Affairs at

and, as a result, saw more than double the normal

the United Nations, spoke very eloquently about the

participation in our annual event.

macro-economic impact felt around the globe from the
Coronavirus Pandemic, highlighting the importance of

On a different note, a few weeks ago, we lost Gideon Rivlin

preparedness in the face of challenging situations.

the founder of Kenes Group and a past President of IAPCO.
Gideon was a true industry pioneer and a leader to the IAPCO

We can all learn from the examples she shared of

community. I am very privileged to serve as IAPCO’s President

organisations and governments that have led successful

and continue Gideon’s legacy – a legacy that is the core of

initiatives that help their communities thrive through

IAPCO’s mission statement: To raise the standards of service

challenging times.

amongst its members and other sectors of the meetings
industry by means of continuing education and interaction

And what fun, our Italian Quiz was! I can’t wait to be there

with other professionals.

in person in February 2022 to try my newly learned hand
gestures and phrases and put them to the test.

Ori Lahav, President 2020-2023
4
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Martin Boyle, CEO

GETTING TO KNOW – IAPCO

GETTING TO KNOW ….
PODIUM CONFERENCE AND
ASSOCIATION SPECIALISTS,
BC, CANADA
IAPCO chats to Marischal De Armond, President

How did you start in this business?

home now while our office remains empty, but under

After 14 years working up the ranks to become the Director

renovation!). Our non-Canada-based staff member is

of Business Development at the Victoria Conference Centre,

home-based in Glasgow, Scotland.

it was time to fully develop the business my wife and I had
envisioned for a couple of years. De Armond Management

We are also in the hunt for additional staff including a Sales

Ltd made its debut in Sept 2003. During the early years we

Manager, Association Manager and Conference Managers

managed all variety of events including fund-raisers,

and we invite inquiries from our IAPCO colleagues!

workshops, galas, regional meetings and conferences, and
sporting events. However, when the host organisation for
the World BMX Championships, in the year prior to its

Why do you value being an IAPCO member?

inclusion in the Olympics, went bankrupt and we carried

I remember a few years ago when we qualified for IAPCO

the event to ensure it happened, a rethink was needed to

membership, it was like we had found our true community.

our business model. The result was Podium Conference

IAPCO represented excellence, IAPCO members spoke the

and Association Specialists.

same “meetings” language, had common experiences, and
made the world smaller by supporting delegates in their

What was your vision (and actuality) of your new

professional development, just like we did. These were all

business model?

aspects of our daily world that I and our staff were starved

From the outset our model was to identify volunteer driven

for, and with IAPCO we were no longer alone. Now we have

Academic/Scientific Societies and offer them a suite of

a community who is generous in sharing ideas, experiences

services designed to reduce their workload, build a strong

and stories (of success and failure) and we feel connected to

business foundation and grow their Societies through sound

and grateful for this exciting international community. Without

business practices and strong conferences. The informality

doubt, IAPCO has helped spur us on to grow our business,

of these Societies meant they “moved” offices and lost

knowing we are part of a global community of professionals.

continuity each time they had a change in leadership.
We gave them roots, continuity, visibility, accessibility and
we took them places (geographic and financial) they had
not previously envisioned possible.

With COVID as a current challenge, how do you see
2021 evolving?
Fast forward to 2021 and although COVID has had a substantial
impact on the meetings industry, our client base has remained
with us and we continue to grow. We currently employ 16
full-time staff with all but one located in our Victoria, BC,
Canada headquarters (although most are working from

| March 2021
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IAPCO HEADLINES

RESTRUCTURE ANNOUNCED
FOR IAPCO HQ

HIGH MEMBERSHIP
RETENTION FOR
QUALITY ASSOCIATION
IAPCO was pleased to announce a 97% membership
retention during 2020, an almost unique situation given
the impact of COVID.
“I’m extremely proud that over 97% of our members renewed
their IAPCO membership”, commented Ori Lahav, IAPCO
President, “This shows the uniqueness of our Association

With the ever-increasing number of IAPCO educational

and the value it brings.”

activities being delivered around the globe and the need for
IAPCO to have a dedicated team of specialists in-house, the
Association is pleased to announce the two new contract

COMMITTEE OF ETHICS

positions to join IAPCO HQ: Education Portfolio Manager and
Marketing & Communications Manager. These roles have been

With the new Council announced, other positions within

created to ensure the Association has the skills, capabilities

the Association’s structure are also confirmed. The 2021

and experience needed in order to continue to deliver the high

Committee of Ethics, responsible for upholding the standards

level of services, content and engagement opportunities the

of its members, were named:

IAPCO community requires well into the future.
Mathias Posch, Immediate Past President
For further information on the new roles and application

Keith Burton, IAPCO Treasurer

www.iapco.org/about-iapco/job-vacancies/

Monica Freire, IAPCO Council

FAREWELL TO OLIVIA GALUN
After an admirable and much appreciated 13 years supporting
IAPCO, Olivia Galun will be leaving the Association having
accepted a new career opportunity within the meetings
industry, a post she will take up at the beginning of April.
“We wish her all the very best and thank her for her dedication
which has been so valued by Council and the broader IAPCO
family", announced Martin Boyle, IAPCO CEO. “We wish her
all the best for the future.”

6
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IAPCO HEADLINES

IAPCO COUNCIL

IAPCO COUNCIL 2021-2022

All smiles! IAPCO Council met virtually for the first time

• President: Ori Lahav, Kenes Group

in 2021 to discuss the business plan and strategy, quality,

• IPP & Chair of Training Academy: Mathias Posch, ICS

education and membership. “Thank you all for your

• Treasurer: Keith Burton, African Agenda, South Africa

valuable input and hard work” said Ori Lahav, President.

• Barbara Calderwood, MCI Group, UK
• Monica Freire, AIM Group International, Portugal
• Sissi Lignou, AFEA Travel & Congress Services, Greece
• Sarah Markey-Hamm, ICMS, Australia
• Alejandro Ramirez Tabche, Business Travel 		
Consulting, Mexico
• Nicolette van Erven, Congress by design, The Netherlands
• Co-opted AM&GA 2022: Alain Pittet, Ega worldwide
congresses & events, Italy

NEW IAPCO COUNCIL
ANNOUNCED AT GA

EDUCATION GURU
STEPS DOWN

Members at the GA gave ecstatic recognition to Jan Tonkin
who has been a stalwart champion of IAPCO education for
nearly 20 years.

Her company, The Conference Company,

based in New Zealand (and now also Australia), joined IAPCO
in 2002 and almost immediately took up the mantle of joining
the IAPCO faculty, sharing her knowledge and expertise in all
Sissi Lignou, newly elected council member

corners of the globe, but especially in Asia.

The results of the Virtual Elections for the 2021-2022 Council

She was a keen advocate for further education and delivered

were announced endorsing the work being undertaken by the

the first IAPCO Meetings MasterClass in 2011. Continuing to be

current Council. Jan Tonkin, Chair of the Training Academy

innovative she was instrumental in launching IAPCO’s EDGE

for the past three years, stepped down, her position being

programme in 2014, hosting the inaugural EDGE in Auckland.

taken by Mathias Posch, the new Chair. Sissi Lignou is a
newly elected member and her contribution to the work of

She became Chair of the Training Academy in 2018, following

the Council is much looked forward to. Nicolette van Erven

her IAPCO Presidency (2016-2018), having served on Council

is re-elected and Alain Pittet co-opted as Host of the AM&GA

since 2007. Fortunately for IAPCO, Jan is planning to continue

2022 in Rome, both being returned to Council, their previous

her faculty role and will work closely with Mathias Posch, the

terms of office having expired.

new Chair of the Training Academy.
| March 2021
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DESTINATION - HONG KONG

360-DEGREE VIRTUAL TOURS OF
HONG KONG’S BEST-KEPT SECRETS

Image: Andy Yeung

The Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) has introduced

diving, island hopping or camping under the stars, followed by

immersive 360-degree virtual tours to reacquaint the world

Hong Kong’s renowned gastronomic experiences to round off

with the city’s attributes as a premier destination for meetings,

a thrilling sojourn. Snapshots of these activities featured in the

incentive trips, conventions, and exhibitions (MICE) events.

“Great Outdoor Hong Kong” VR adventure will make the

The tours enable a virtual reconnaissance, from anywhere

prospect of travelling to the Pearl of the Orient to indulge all

in the world, to explore Hong Kong’s off-the-beaten-track

senses all the more tantalising.

outdoor attractions. The stunning views of the tours serve
as powerful reminders of why Hong Kong is the ideal choice

Hong Kong’s scenic and art attractions are also available for

for creating a fulfilling regional and international event.

touring just a click away. Experience the excitement of Hong
Kong’s iconic “Ngong Ping 360” cable car. Check out the city’s

Rock-climb to the top of a cliff or hike to the apex of

art and culture scene, with a virtual tour of the West Kowloon

easily accessible mountains without breaking a sweat. Enjoy

District, the multimedia experience of the Hong Kong

panoramic daytime views of verdant country parks and the

Museum of Art, the fascinating Centre for Heritage and Art in

South China Sea or the mesmerising night skyline of the

the rejuvenated police station Tai Kwun and so much more,

world-famous harbour front. Nature is so much closer to the

on the HKTB website.

city’s bustling commercial and shopping districts than one
might think. Within an hour, MICE delegates can easily venture
outdoors from event venues or hotels to go cycling, kayaking,

8
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IAPCO DAY - SURVIVING & THRIVING

IAPCO DAY & GA

As with so many events over the past year, IAPCO went Virtual

The 2022 Annual Meeting & GA will now take place in Rome,

for its 2021 Annual Meeting & GA. Being sure to avoid the

having been postponed from the city this year.

frequent mistake of simply transporting the physical event
to the virtual, IAPCO re-invented its IAPCO Day. Succinct,

“Great day!! Congratulations on the first virtual meeting. It

Informative, Interactive, and Fun were the key elements,

was just the right amount of time, education and interaction

incorporating the essential ingredients required for a

although we probably could have talked much longer sharing

four-hour session of member engagement.

experiences. Thank you for the opportunity to participate”,
Angela Jefferies (Destination Toronto).

Over 250 participants registered for the IAPCO Day, a record
number of attendees for any IAPCO Annual Meeting. As with
so many events, the virtual space allowed for many more
engaged participants, a positive advantage emanating
from 2020.

FUTURE DESTINATION LINE-UP
Future destinations for the IAPCO Annual Meeting & General Assembly were announced:
2022: Rome, Italy
2023: Jerusalem, Israel
2024: Ljubljana, Slovenia

| March 2021
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IAPCO DAY – SURVIVING & THRIVING

IAPCO ANNOUNCES
AWARD WINNERS

A YEAR IN THE
LIFE OF A HERO

IAPCO 2021 Hero: Kyriaki Digka,
Digital Marketing Specialist, AFEA Travel
and Congress Service

IAPCO Hero 2020: Giulia Sarri,
Marketing & Communications Specialist,
AIM Group International

The 2020 Hero Award was awarded to Kyriaki Digka, Digital

“It was just one year ago that we were all enjoying an

Marketing Specialist of AFEA Travel and Congress Services,

incredible IAPCO Annual Meeting in Vancouver and, on

Greece, for her dedication to the team in this year where

that occasion, I was the winner of the very first IAPCO Driving

“Crisis Reveals Character”. Her impact on the team

Excellence Hero Award. It was an incredible feeling.

and the image of AFEA was very evident in this
26-year-old professional.

“2020 has been a Hero Year for all of us and my experience
has been a rollercoaster, up and down, and going crazy.
From the initial illusionary enthusiasm of being home and
not having to commute to the office every day to the actual
realisation that this would last a very long time, so this hero
year of home-working, on reflecting and redesigning our

Other Award winners, this time for the Recognition Award,
included VRtualX GmbH, nominated by INTERPLAN
Congress, Meeting & Event Management, Germany, for
their implementation of 360-degree, virtual reality and
augmented reality projects.
communications, both internally and externally, took shape.
The International Foundation for Integrated Care, nominated

“We also had the opportunity to create and design new

by Abbey Conference & Events, Ireland, took the much-

solutions and create new opportunities and possibilities for

coveted International Client Award, for embracing the

our clients, for them to regain, and to add, value, looking

need to go virtual, taking the decision without fear of the

at their events as one of the assets they can use in a much

unknowns around virtual events - #ICIC20Virtual was formed!

broader perspective of brand visibility and brand reputation,
especially in the online world.”

IAPCO congratulates the very worthy winners for their
dedication and vision in such a challenging year.

The IAPCO Hero Award is supported by the Association's six Destination Partners

10
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IAPCO DAY – SURVIVING & THRIVING

ESPRESSO EXCHANGES
Espresso Exchanges encourage open conversation, in a small

Outcomes: Key to success in a crisis

group, on topics of concern or those affecting members at the

• Communicate – speak in one voice, put yourself in front 		

current point in time. To enable frank debate, such Exchanges

of your people, your customers

are not recorded or content made public, except for a few key

• Empower your people, give credit where credit is due

takeaway observations that may be of benefit to others.

• Empathy – provide the human touch, getting closer to 		
your staff, feel their pain

ORGANISATIONAL LEADERSHIP

• Trust – have trust in your staff

Moderator: Nicky McGrane, CPI
Destination Partner representative:
Angela Jefferies, Destination Toronto

• Humility – be humble, get in the trenches and understand 		
what they are doing
• Resilience – be able to motivate your staff during the 		
tough times

Questions raised to frame the discussion:

• Listen – to the good and the bad

1.

Structure - what is your management architecture?

2.

Culture – what are your core values?

3.

Empower – are you accessing the full potential 			

• Be kind – to everyone around you

of your team?
4.

Empathy – humane leadership

5.

People – retention and engagement

Powering the IAPCO Day & GA

Technology for Communications

HYBRID & VIRTUAL EVENTS
AV & ICT SPECIALIST

2020 events experience
+130
8
+100
+700
+80

Onsite events
Hybrid events
Virtual events
Webinars
Live from our studios

+48k
1250
+185k
+20k
+5200

Registered users
Speakers managed
Live session views
Virtual booth views
Questions to speakers

Florence | Rome | Milan
Headquarter
Via dei Perfetti Ricasoli 94/96
50127 Florence
info@tecnoconference.it
+39055 32692.1
www.tcgroup.it
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IAPCO DAY – SURVIVING & THRIVING

ESPRESSO EXCHANGES
EXPERIMENTATION WITH NEW FORMATS

Predictions for 1-3 years ahead:

Moderator: Lavinia Ricci, AIM Group International
Destination Partner representative:
Helen Chan, Hong Kong Tourism Board

2021 – Mostly virtual meetings; some countries will opt
for hybrid or even f2f for local audiences depending on
vaccinations and current infection numbers.
2022 – Slowly progressing towards more hybrid meetings

1.

Going hybrid is the future in order to maximize delegate

and physical f2f meetings nationally.

engagement and knowledge transfer. The challenge

2023 - Industry starts to get back to full steam with large

is affordability as the cost is doubled with the running

international f2f meetings.

of the physical and virtual events in parallel. Organisers
could consider partnering with AV and digital 		

2.

technology companies to make hybrid events 		

LEGAL ASPECTS POST-COVID-19

more cost effective to run.			

Moderator: Christophe Painvin, Colloquium
Destination Partner representative:
Karine Serra, Hamburg Convention Bureau

To generate revenue from sponsors to run hybrid events,
the organiser has to convince them that going hybrid will
extend the engagement reach beyond the physical event,
adding value on their ROI. For example, offering a

PCOs, venues, suppliers, all have been facing big challenges

360-year-round strategy of continuous outreach - 		

with regard to contracts and the legal aspects due to the many

combining on-demand learning and a brand building

cancellations or postponements during the pandemic.

campaign to a targeted audience. This would be a

3.

valuable proposition to outreach by working within the

Questions raised to frame the discussion:

GDPR policy.					

• Do we need to make any changes to our existing contracts

The new trend could be to organise local and regional
meeting hubs with customised programmes which
connects direct with the delegates. This could be held
parallel with the flagship event on a hybrid format.

to mitigate our legal and financial risks?
• Do we go down the legal route or do we prefer to use
common sense to find a way of reconciliation?
• Did you change your contracts as a result of the emergency
of last year, or did you rely on the Force Majeure clause?

THE FUTURE OF ASSOCIATION MEETINGS

Outcomes: All type of contracts (venues, suppliers and

Moderator: Ajay Bhojwani, MCI Group
Destination Partner representative:
Frank Pflugfelder, Hamburg Convention Bureau

customers) have to change:
• Venues: They have to be more flexible because clients are
scared and not willing to sign anything if the conditions are
too hard. The Force Majeure clause has to be removed

• It is important to stay close and in regular contact with
your current and future clients (PCO perspective).
• There is a strong demand to turn former f2f meetings into

from contracts.
• Suppliers: Suppliers are the most fragile link in the chain
today, how should we treat them, how can we support

virtual events, but there is only a very limited time to set-up

them? Do you negotiate a long-term contract to 		

the digital infrastructure.

do this?

• The cost of virtual meetings is (in some cases) lower than

• Clients: In the future, PCOs have to make sure that clients

pure f2f events. The most expensive version is the 		

pay if they cancel (not if they turn their events virtual but if

hybrid one.

they cancel).

• There is currently no increase of revenue from the shift to
virtual meetings, despite an increase in delegates.
• It is a very uncertain situation for all global players in the
MICE industry, which makes long-term planning very
difficult and challenging for all parties.
12
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In summary, contracts have become very difficult to design
to satisfy all sides.

IAPCO DAY – SURVIVING & THRIVING

ESPRESSO EXCHANGES
BUSINESS MODELS IN
THE NEW PCO REALITY
Moderator: Nicola Testai, OIC Group
Destination Partner representatives:
Giles Handford and Fiona Chappell,
MCB/MCEC
• Due to the demand for virtual platforms, PCOs can be 		 • There is a need to learn how to better monetise hybrid
empowered as many Associations are not necessarily 		

events, as a skilled team is required to organise and

equipped to create or manage these. PCOs should 			

manage these but delegates expect the virtual element

have more of a role in the decisions around which 			

to be FOC.

tech companies and platforms are used. PCOs can adopt a 		 • Some clients are doing more events virtually than they did
consultative approach – more of a tech consultancy model.
• Tech companies can create the virtual platforms, but they 		
speak a different language to Associations. PCOs can act as 		

f2f ones previously, and therefore some of the Associations
can realise a greater increased revenue than that achieved
from just one physical event.

a conduit between the two bodies as they try and express 		
their ideas/issues/obstacles.
• If there are important ‘hot topics’ there is now no longer 		
a need to wait 18 months until the next Congress for 		
these to be discussed, as PCOs can immediately enable 		
these conversations by establishing and managing 		
virtual platforms.

| March 2021 13

IAPCO DAY – SURVIVING & THRIVING

THE NOVEL
ECONOMY
Brian Solis,
Digital Anthropologist and Futurist and
Global Innovation Evangelist at Salesforce

Everything last year was about the virus. COVID changed our

reflection, to build the future we really want – the Novel

world. It made us see things in a different light. It changed

Economy – new and unusual economic times. This economy

not only us, it changed everything, our customers, their

has three phases:

audiences. We watched our entire year collapse as event
after event was cancelled. But we are resilient, and we learnt,
and we learnt quickly. We have a magic in this industry,
the magic of bringing people together.

• Phase 1: Stabilisation, the need to survive: reaction to
crisis, stabilisation and business continuity;
• Phase 2: Interaction, to be alive: mastering the new normal
and starting to explore new opportunities for business

We had to organised for the unknown, and we did something
fantastic, something we didn’t know we could do before.

model innovation;
• Phase 3: Innovation, the time to thrive: normal business

Were our first steps into the virtual world the best?, probably

continuity and operational excellence, disruption proofing

not, but we improved over time, and production value got

and innovating forward; creating a culture of innovation,

better and better. Through craziness and chaos we got

eliminating bureaucracy and accelerating decision making.

closer together, we got more intimate, seeing personal traits
as children moved in and out of screen, as dogs barked, as we

We are now in the trajectory of Phase 3 – and we can

entered into people’s homes. We brought people together.

flourish in a new way. In 2021, creativity and imagination

The whole world became a smaller place and we became

are the pillars of the future. Re-imagine the future.

better connected.
Has it been a wasted year, with wasted effort? On the contrary
we have learnt new skills. Experiences are the key, we deliver
an exceptional experience, and this pandemic has given us
the opportunity to build in new ways. We have found new
revenue streams, we have seen our audiences grow, we have
embraced new skill sets as we see traditional and digital
competence converge for future events.
We got up, we took a deep breath, we were forced into seeing
things in a different light; we take every aspect of what we
do and reimagine it in a digital brain. It is a new behavioural
pattern. After 66 days a new pattern becomes a part of what
we automatically do. We can imagine a new future and a new
type of audience: design for the hybrid world, the new world,
and make it feel normal.
These times are anything but the “new normal”. This isn’t
a race toward normalcy, it’s the moment of transition and
14
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If you’re waiting for
someone to tell you what
to do, you’re on the wrong
side of Innovation.
Our audiences have changed. 84% of customers say the
experience a company provides is as important as its products
and services. If you create better experiences you do better.
Experience innovation is a differentiator; when innovation
succeeds, the customer and your brand wins.
Rekindle creativity in your own way.
Deliver surprise and magic.
What is your signature event experience going to be in
2021-2022?

IAPCO DAY – SURVIVING & THRIVING

COMMUNITIES AND
CONNECTIVITY
Baroness Valerie Amos
The Master of University College Oxford and former Under Secretary
General for Humanitarian Affairs at the United Nations.

The global challenges, in response to COVID, have touched
the lives of everyone and the collective global challenges have
tested us at every level. No-one could have anticipated the
affect it would have on everything: the elderly, education from primary to adult, employment, hospitality, transport, and
particularly on culture…. it has destroyed people’s lives which
has thus tested the fabric of every country and heightened
tensions between communities.
But interconnectivity, for at heart we are social beings,
has had an affect: Climate Change, Black Lives Matter,
geopolitical changes such as BREXIT, all are seen through
the prism of COVID.
Perhaps the greatest of all of these is Climate Change. Last
year young people took this to their hearts, they rallied, with
the result of reputational consequences through the supply
chain. Perhaps one could look at the pandemic as the final
warning issued by the climate agenda.
This pandemic has led to greater disadvantage and inequality;
education, especially where young people have had no access
to technology; a generation that could be affected by this due
to greater domestic abuse or sexual violence. Some countries
cannot afford stimulus packages and people are left to fend for
themselves. It is a global challenge.
So how can we even begin to contribute to build a thriving
community? The answer is in the communities themselves,
who have shown us the way of coming together, supporting
each other, looking after the elderly and the vulnerable; they

Let us build to better
promote connectivity
between the community
and the peoples of
different countries.
Let us build on that to better promote connectivity between
the community and the peoples of different countries. If we
have that we can help people to understand why the narrow
holistic approach taken by some governments will not work.
One way to estimate the value of that connectivity is the
sharing of stories from different parts of the world, working
with those associations that have transformed boundaries,
they have a huge role to play in all of this.
Business has a huge stake in promoting that community, not
only at the local level but also at the global level, in helping
people to understand the challenges as well as the solutions.
But all of this will take time.
The big link is between education, policy and implementation.
The role associations can play in making that link is
invaluable. Demonstrating that link is something you, in
IAPCO, all recognise and to which you make a contribution.
A final message for associations: keep the message
simple and clear to avoid misinterpretation and thus
misinformation – that would be one of the most
important things associations can do.

may have only a little to share, but they are sharing it.
Communities have rallied and are working together,
challenging stereotype and misinformation. There is an
on-going sharing of data and information which will save
lives, science will save lives.
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EDGE-UCATION

ON JNTO

“Meet and Succeed in Japan” – the kick-off programme of the
first-ever Online Meet Japan, Edu. Fam, presented by IAPCO
on 26 January as part of IAPCO’s on-going education
collaboration with JNTO.

Mathias Posch, IAPCO IPP l Kayo Nomura and Mai Ohira, JNTO | Ori Lahav, IAPCO President l Aurelien Bandini, JNTO

16
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EDGE (bespoke) Thailand (TCEB)

EDGE APAC

3-5 March 2021

July 2021

Dates tbc - October 2021

Presenters:

‘Bid Training – Beginner

Mathias Posch, Ori Lahav,

/Intermediate’

Jan Tonkin, André Vietor
EDGE (bespoke) KLCC/MyCEB
EDGE (bespoke) Durban

July 2021

22-26 March 2021

By invitation only

2022

EDGE (bespoke) JNTO

Presenters: Ori Lahav,
Patrizia Semprebene Buongiorno

EDGE Lillehammer
Host: Gyro Conference AS
24-26 January 2022
EDGE (bespoke) JNTO
Dates tbc - January 2022

EDGE LATAM

Presenters: Mathias Posch, Ori Lahav,

Dates tbc – Q3 2021

Jan Tonkin

EDGE (bespoke) Suzhou

Host: Business Travel

28 - 30 April 2021

Consulting, Mexico

EDGE (bespoke) Thailand (TCEB)

EDGE (bespoke) Thailand (TCEB)

June 2021

Dates tbc - Q3 2021

‘Bidding for the Beginner’

‘Bid Training – Advanced’

2023

2021

IAPCO EDUCATION CALENDAR AS AT FEBRUARY 2021

EDGE (bespoke) JNTO
Dates tbc - January 2023

HOSTING IAPCO VIRTUAL EDGE
IAPCO Members Greece, #AFEA #CONVIN #ERA & #ERASMUS

All the members of TeamGreece have collaborated with

(TeamGreece) decided once again to join forces, to contribute

passion and vision to deliver a unique educational event,

further to the educational activities of IAPCO and also to

which motivated its audience to stay focused and invest

showcase the power of collaboration.

in a brighter future!

TeamGreece was delighted to have been the host of the 1st

TeamGreece is very happy and proud to have been part of

Virtual IAPCO Edge Seminar which was organised in the virtual

such a unique educational event and experience!

setting of Athens, under the auspices of HAPCO (the Hellenic
Association of Professional Congress Organizers) and the

Fast Facts

Greek Ministry of Tourism. IAPCO’s educational event was

25-29 January 2021 Virtual

supported and embraced by ACVB (This is Athens Convention

121 participants

& Visitors Bureau) as well as all key stakeholders of the Greek

19 countries

Meetings Industry.

11 faculty
84.4% evaluation score

Further advocating the power of collaboration, HAPCO, ACVB
and TCB (Thessaloniki Convention Bureau) joined forces

“IAPCO EDGE seminars provide maybe the best learning

to create a series of activities within a project entitled “The

experience for people who love the conference industry. Great

Greek Meetings Industry WebForum”. The Forum featured

insights and talks by excellent and knowledgeable speakers and

invited speaker @Niki Siropoulou, CEO of SingularityU Greece

exchange of ideas, an IAPCO EDGE seminar motivates you and

Summit, Global Executive Director at P&G Alumni Network and

makes you proud to work in the conference industry”,

Founder of TEDxAcademy, who spoke about "How to Unlearn

Ina Kahler, PCO Tyrol.

a Conference".
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ASSOCIATIONS

YOUNG LEADERS’ ENGAGEMENT
THE PRESENT AND FUTURE
OF MEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS
IAPCO Member: MCI Group, Argentina
Author: Sofia Wolkomirski, Coordinator Association Relationship

In 2020, MCI were given a new and challenging mission:

value for their members. This would offer value propositions

to review the association management of a Latin American

to generate experiences and outcomes, analysing the

health association.

customer segments and channels and of course considering
customer relationships to identify the type of rapport they

Besides the general management, MCI focused on a strategic

wished to create with their members. Three critical steps were

development plan to grow engagement and build community

addressed on the relationship: how to get new members, how

to improve long-term leadership.

to keep its members getting the best from the Association and
how to increase its relevance from current members.

Based on an embedded culture where only Faculties
were able to make decisions regarding the Society, MCI

The first initiative, proposed by MCI, was to schedule

introduced the concept of understanding the key role of

two academic events geared towards their target audience:

Young Professionals and the positive impact they generate

the Young Professionals.

on leadership structure, making the Association more
relevant and offering sustained growth.

The first event was a transformation of an existing academic
meeting that was originally a two-day on-site event held

Therefore, the need to engage Young Professionals, and

prior to the Association’s Annual Congress.

training members, was crucial to achieving this goal.
This event offered the possibility for 15 Young Professionals,
MCI were able to identify the specific areas that required

all under 40 years old, to participate, sharing clinical cases

special attention by utilising Business Model Canvas,

and being reviewed and mentored by Faculties.

building on the strategic blocks of Key Resources to create
18
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Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, however, this pre-existing

This Post-Congress Course had a higher-than-expected

event was transformed into a virtual one: Young Professionals

attendance and helped fulfill one of the main goals which

from low-income countries now had the opportunity to

was “to give Latin American Young Professionals the possibility

participate, exchange their existing challenges and receive

to interact with each other, share their realities and challenges

not only counselling from experienced faculties but

and receive counselling from experienced Faculties".

monitoring and daily support from MCI.
MCI is continuing in this current direction, inviting Young
A survey collected after the event showed that most Young

Professionals to be part of their Association. The company

Professionals expressed their intention to now join the

also acknowledges the current need in Latin America to

Association; they felt engaged and part of a society that

assist the future leaders in the region and thus have a

shared common interests.

conscious plan to create engagement.

The second event put to the Association was a Post-Congress

This is not, however, an automatic transition, but MCI

Course with waived registration, where Young Professionals,

believes that working within a long-term strategic plan

also under 40 years old, had the opportunity to participate on

with Young Professionals will be key to future success.

a Meet-the-Expert Virtual Conference.
This consisted of six meetings, all offering simultaneous
translation plus a 45-minute panel for Q&A, resulting in
a high interaction with the attendees.
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MIND THE GAP!
BRIDGING THE VIRTUAL COMMUNICATIONS
GAP FOR MEMBERS AND VOLUNTEERS
IAPCO Member: Worldspan, UK
Blogger: Jenny Jenkins, Director

Congress has always been a vehicle for these celebratory

set piece communications, e.g. for congress or AGM have

moments. A moment when members meet and are

moved online, the more important and critical human

recognised and rewarded for the contribution they make.

communications and celebrations have not.

But as congress has moved online for many, these
celebratory moments have not.

Association life is different and will be for some time.
To survive, our member communities must still meet, greet,

That I am writing this on what has come to be colloquially

communicate and celebrate the moments that make them

known as “Blue Monday” does not come as a surprise to

unique. New members arrive and need to be welcomed.

me. We did not know, or could not have imagined, that

Old members leave and need to be thanked. Elected and

as we entered 2021 and approached this Q1 Mondays back

volunteer posts must be appointed and some must stand

at work, that we would still be communicating online.

down. Congress has always been a vehicle for these
celebratory moments. A moment when members meet

We have become expert at communicating from home.

and are recognised and rewarded for the contribution

We’ve adopted new and emerging technologies to bridge

they make. But as congress has moved online, for many,

the physical gap between office and home, leadership and

these celebratory moments have not.

teams, managers and those who do the real work. We have
become proficient at Zoom and MS Teams. We communicate

Associations need to take the empathy and practicality

daily, weekly, monthly and, in the midst of this pandemic,

of what they ordinarily deliver face-to-face online in an

virtual communications have become routine.

authentic way. And that includes these often spontaneous,
non-scripted, moments that happen on the congress fringe.

But we now know that members are likely to be much
less able to receive, process and re-call information at this

So, let’s continue to innovate in the virtual communications

time. Their attention is divided and they are focused on

space but remember that we are translating our member

multiple-tasks. They are one-step – or mouse click –

communications into a virtual conversation out of necessity

away from being completely overwhelmed.

and not always out of choice. For congress, let’s continue to
be exacting in respect of formal content but let’s not forget

And associations – now surviving and some thriving in

the role of congress in recognising and rewarding the

this virtual world - have spotted a gap in their member

members who will, very soon, be ready to meet again.

communications. A virtual gap with their most important

And that the virtual environment is a tool – a platform –

audience, their members. As Zoom and MS Teams fatigue has

to enable the best bits of what a real conversation might

set in, so members have switched off. And whilst larger,

otherwise still be.

20
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DESTINATION HAMBURG

HAMBURG – THE HIDDEN GEM
Hamburg, as the biggest waterfront city of Germany, is still the same – a hidden gem for those looking for the perfect meeting
destination. As a city of new beginnings and innovation, Hamburg is currently at the forefront of further development.
As a meeting destination it can, simultaneously, rely on unchanged advantages: Hamburg is still as cosmopolitan and
vibrant, yet now smart and eco-minded, as before and can continue achieving scores of the highest ”meeting quality”.
Hamburg offers a great environment for congresses of all
types with its abundant waterways and green spaces, striking
architecture, excellent transport and short distances. The city is
a fusion of tradition and innovation being amongst one of the
greenest cities of Europe. UNESCO World Heritage Site meets
one of the largest urban development projects in Europe
just next to the bank of the Elbe River.

While the importance of hybrid and virtual events is on
the rise, the Business Events Industry in Hamburg offers
a comprehensive portfolio for international PCOs to map
congresses in a high-quality, digital, physical and hybrid
way to realise all kinds of events.
Driving hybrid and digital events

Hamburg is one of the few lesser cities with the congress
center in the city center, just 20min by train from the airport
and right next to the huge park Planten un Blomen and Alster
header image: ©www.mediaserver.hamburg.de_WIWIPHOTO

lakes. This means easy logistics for the organisers and short
distances for the delegates thanks to a tight inner city
transportation network of subway lines, trains and buses.

As a city of knowledge with its innovation-driven spirit, and a
strong scientific community, Hamburg will be able to provide
your delegates with an ideal environment for sustainable
academic exchange and inspiring networking. Hamburg
has just proven its potential by bringing the AC Forum AM
to the city in 2022.
AC Forum Successful Bid
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ARTICLE - KEEPING UP TO DATE

THE
VIRTUAL
PARTY
IAPCO Member: AIM Group International

It happened to be a Christmas Virtual Party which engaged

Enjoy a rich 3D event location

all of AIM Group’s teams, but it could be any occasion where

Participants could move among different spaces (Lobby, Party

people want to meet, dance, chat spontaneously in a virtual

Area, Auditorium, Game Park), personalised with the company

world.

brand and pictures of the AIM teams.

The traditional gatherings and parties have just not been pos-

Be engaged by different activities

sible this year and so to overcome distances, AIM Group chose

To make the experience more engaging, after free time to meet

to involve all their employees from all their offices for a unique

and chat with colleagues, all the participants gathered in the

Virtual Party which turned out to be particularly engaging and

Auditorium to watch the video message from the President

spontaneous – notwithstanding it happened to be Christmas!

and finally had fun time playing in a Game Park or dancing on
a virtual dance floor.

The chosen platform offered distinctive features which made
the interaction more personalised and as near to the actual
experience as at in-person events.
The participants could for example:
Be represented by a personal Avatar
Everyone could create their own avatar by choosing its
physical characteristics in detail, with clothing and a name.
The avatar is able to express itself through different gestures
(applause, show of hands, thumbs up, etc.) easily walk or run
to explore the space, create activity, join other people.

TIME TO PARTY!
Meet and chat in a spontaneous way
When you meet another avatar, or a group of people chatting,
you will hear their conversations increasingly louder as you go
nearer and thus you can easily join in and start a conversation,
just as happens in the real world.

22
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Time to Party!

ARTICLE – KEEPING UP TO DATE

mRNA – THE MEDICAL REVOLUTION?
IAPCO Member: INTERPLAN, Germany
In the wake of the ongoing Corona pandemic and the search

With the conference in full swing, the market maturity of

for promising measures to contain it, the topic of vaccination

BioNTech’s vaccine was announced, further boosting

is currently at the centre of public attention. Since 2019,

attention around the event. And more good news is in the

INTERPLAN has been proud to count among its clients some

pipeline, as CureVac also expects its vaccine to be approved

of the key players in the current debate, the companies

by summer 2021.

BioNTech, CureVac and Moderna, and thus the alignment
of the International mRNA Health Conference.

The highly exciting topic of mRNA technology, which has

INTERPLAN was happy to facilitate a lively exchange

the potential to revolutionise medicine the way the iPhone

between speakers, around 700 attendees, and representatives

revolutionised communication, was the focus of the annual

from pharma and biotech companies by building a modern,

meeting at the beginning of November 2020. The digital

user-friendly and stable conference platform that covered the

conference, which usually alternates between Berlin and

stakeholder’s needs in a tailor-made manner.

Boston, provided a virtual yet no less imposing stage for
leading experts to present and discuss cutting-edge research

“After the meeting is before the meeting, thus we are already

findings and recent experiences. Leading scientists and top

looking forward to preparing the next event in November 2021

virologists such as the internationally respected advisor to the

in Berlin, Germany - Let’s see what is new in the world of mRNA

U.S. government, Anthony Fauci, gave their contributions to

by then!”

the excellent quality and high relevance of the meeting.
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DESTINATION MELBOURNE

A LETTER FROM
PETER KING

Peter King, Chief Executive, MCEC

As we begin a new year, here in Australia it comes with an

Guide Dogs, their trainers and companions, used the space

air of optimism for the gradual return to events, both at the

to continue to complete the essential service they provide,

Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre (MCEC) and

and most recently, we hosted Australia’s first completely

in our industry more broadly. As a major contributor to the

indoor Drive-in Cinema.

economy in our home state of Victoria, we’ve spent the better
part of the last year exploring ways to support the growth

Just recently we were able to announce our re-opening, and

and recovery through new initiatives and programmes.

we are seeing the gradual return of local events to our venue.
As we welcome them back, we do so knowing the potential

During the pandemic, for the first time in our now 25-year

we have to adapt, expand and explore the unconventional.

history, the MCEC was closed, and this led us on a path of
discovering new partnerships, ideas and events. This includes

This year marks MCEC’s 25th anniversary, and while it will be

launching our new Virtual Events offering and capacity to

some time before we’re able to welcome back our overseas

deliver hybrid events. It has also meant we have seen new

friends for an overdue celebration, when we do we will be

ways to use our spaces and had the time to really explore the

doing so with a renewed sense of purpose and commitment

potential of the unconventional ideas that have now come to

to doing things differently. We’re proud to be adapting and

life in our centre.

taking our customers (old and new) along with us.

Among these new ideas, we welcomed Liam Neeson and the

I hope to see you soon.

crew of a Hollywood film, who used the venue as a film studio.

Peter

24
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APPRECIATING THE BENEFITS
OF VIRTUAL CONGRESSES
IAPCO Member: CPO HANSER SERVICE, Germany
Author: Katrin Suchi, Director of Sales and Marketing
Over the past year, we have all experienced an incredibly fast,

interactivity. Q&A tools, if offered in a user-friendly way, are

and huge, change in our industry, shifting to a new digital

much more likely to be used by participants than questions

world. From one day to the next, congresses had to switch to

being asked at on-site events.

virtual formats - a learning process that had to happen quickly
and that most of us have mastered well. What is obvious is

Sessions with way too many questions to be included for

that a physical event with participants at a conference venue

discussion now have an alternative: Professors or other

cannot be entirely replaced by a virtual one. But there are also

session experts receive the questions and answer them

plenty of advantages that come with virtual meetings!

bilaterally after the meeting.

Benefits for the organisers

Digital advertising options are also well received as, for

The first big advantage is, of course, the greater reach.

example, banners can easily and quickly be designed and

Experience has shown that virtual congresses are attended

linked to more content and information.

by more participants than face-to-face congresses.

THERE ARE PLENTY
OF ADVANTAGES WITH
VIRTUAL MEETINGS

Last, but not least, chatbots well fed with content can answer
questions 24/7 – which is especially beneficial for international
congresses with participants from different time zones.
Conclusion
The above are just some examples of virtual congress benefits,

Scientific sessions including satellite symposia are available

the list is obviously not exhaustive. So even though we miss

after the meeting and can be used, for example, for e-learning.

live congresses sorely, PCOs, such as CPO HANSER SERVICE,

Attendance/viewing figures can be provided immediately after

now have alternative tools added to their portfolios which

the session or, as complete lists, after the congress – this is a

have a great variety of benefits. Knowing that, and depending

big help for scientific committees for future meetings as well

on the circumstances, a further asset is that companies such

as for companies when planning further sponsorship.

as CPO HANSER SERVICE can deliver different concepts at
relatively short notice.

Another feature of virtual meetings about which scientific
committees and participants are thrilled is the high level of
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DESTINATION DUBAI

EXPO 2020 DUBAI BEGINS
PREVIEWS AHEAD OF
OCTOBER OPENING

Ahead of the opening of Expo 2020 Dubai later this year,

journey through the wonders of the natural world, including

organisers have opened the site’s main thematic pavilions

an interactive walk through the roots of the forest, where

for a limited-time preview.

every footstep affects the ‘wood-wide-web’.

“Terra – The Sustainability Pavilion” began welcoming

Uncovering the hidden harmful impacts of our choices, the

ticketed visitors on 22 January and will continue to do so

emotive experience is designed to encourage visitors of all

until 10 April as part of Pavilions Premiere, which will also

ages, and the younger generation in particular, to consider

see “Alif – The Mobility Pavilion” and “Mission Possible –

how their behavior impacts the environment and to break

The Opportunity Pavilion” open later in Q1.

the cycle of consumerism, empowering them to become
agents of change.

The Pavilions Premiere is a limited-time opportunity for
visitors to preview Expo 2020’s Thematic Pavilions and will

Open to both residents and visitors to the city,

provide a glimpse of what is to come when the first World Expo

Pavilions Premiere bookings can be made at

to be held in the Middle East, Africa and South Asia (MEASA)

www.expo2020dubai.com/en/pavilions-premiere

region opens from 1 October 2021 to 31 March 2022.

with each visit costing AED 25 (US$6.81).

Visitors can explore Terra and enjoy the unique surrounding
public spaces which include a children’s playground, gift
shop, dining and more. The Pavilion itself offers an immersive

26
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IN MEMORY OF GIDEON
RIVLIN, KENES GROUP
It was with sadness that IAPCO acknowledged the passing
of a founding and pioneering member of their community –
Gideon Rivlin.
Gideon Rivlin founded Kenes Group in 1965 and served as
its president and chairman of the board. He was among the
leading advocates of IAPCO. Gideon helped the Association
advance during his presidency between 1981-1983. The IAPCO
community, together with Gideon, celebrated the Association’s
50th anniversary in 2019 in Basel, Switzerland – memories that
we will cherish forever. Gideon’s legacy continues today with
the current IAPCO President – Ori Lahav.
standards that he insisted on are serving as a model in our
Ori Lahav commented: “Last year in Vancouver during our

industry today. It was a sad day for the Kenes family and

Annual Meeting, while I stood on stage for the official

our industry – we miss him a lot.”

presidential ceremony, I shared how privileged I am to
continue the legacy of Gideon Rivlin as the IAPCO president.

Gideon will always be remembered for his vision and

Gideon believed in bringing people together and the high

pioneering spirit and he will be greatly missed by all.

COVID – CATALYST FOR
GLOBAL COLLABORATION
IAPCO Member: Arinex, Australia
Whilst the world continues to spin
because of COVID-19, event management
companies are reinforcing that 2021 will
be the year of hybrid events.
Long standing Australian company
Arinex, in 2020, re-engineered to
incorporate a Digital Conference
Organiser (DCO). Arinexperts are
committed to digital event technology offering five stand-

one of the eTechSuite products into their quality digital

alone or integrated event technology solutions known as

conference solutions suite.

eTechSuite. The suite is made up of eMeeting, eOrganiser,
ePresenter, eMobilise and eSpeaker with seamless back-end

Two PCOs saw value in collaboration across the globe.

management and client/delegate-facing applications.
READ FULL STORY
To reinforce the strength of eTechSuite products, global
technology provider, Globit by CPO Hanser, have integrated
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CONGRESS-CONFERENCE
& GYRO CONFERENCE
PARTNERSHIP
IAPCO Members: Congress-Conference AS
and Gyro Conference AS, Norway

conferences in Norway. This partnership process has been in
the planning for some time, and both parties feel that now is

Bigger, Better and Stronger Together. As of 1 January 2021,

the right time to join forces. The companies have many sim-

Congress-Conference AS (CC) and Gyro Conference AS have

ilarities and both parties have great faith in combined future

entered into an agreement whereby CC will become a part of

endeavours. Through the partnership, the companies will

Gyro Conference.

both complement and strengthen each other's expertise
and services.

CC and Gyro Conference are Norway's most experienced

READ FULL STORY

congress organisers, and both have been responsible for
organising and executing the largest held scientific

CONGRESS CARE ANNOUNCES
TWO NEW SHAREHOLDERS
IAPCO Member: Congress Care, The Netherlands
The founders of Congress Care, Rob Zikkenheimer and

Roderick Mulder is new to Congress Care. He holds a

Jacqueline van der Meer, have transferred part of their

degree in Business Economics and has an extensive track

shares to Pepijn Klerkx and Roderick Mulder.

record in controlling and consultancy positions, within
rapidly developing enterprises. By becoming a co-owner

Pepijn Klerkx holds a degree in International Hospitality

and Financial and Operational Officer, he is fulfilling a

Management and has been active in the company since

childhood dream.

April 2009. He started his career as project manager later to

READ FULL STORY

be promoted to project director, a position he has held since
2015. Becoming a Partner and Managing Director feels like a
natural step for Pepijn and his career development.

A new ERA in digital education
IAPCO member: ERA Ltd., Greece

Inaugurating this new era in digital education and in
collaboration with the Hellenic Ophthalmological Society,

Digitalisation and new technologies are developing rapidly,

the "Eye-Learning" programme for ophthalmology

affecting businesses and the labour market.

specialists begun on 18 January and is proving to be
extremely successful.

An innovative tool, offered by ERA, helps scientific
associations and companies deliver courses and training

Learners can access their eLearning environment from

materials to their members, students and associates

anywhere, at any time, at their own pace and without

through a new digital education platform.

draining additional resources or incurring travel expenses.
READ FULL STORY
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NEW FORMAT FOR ICOM
GROUP’S BUSINESS
REVIEW CONFERENCE
125+ Employees enjoy their 1st Internal
Hybrid Experience!
IAPCO Member: ICOM Group, Egypt
After living a year of hardship during 2020, ICOM’s annual
“Business Review Conference” was completely different. In a
truly hybrid format, the conference was livestreamed for four
days to all employees inside and outside of Egypt aiming to
combine the in-presence event with virtual sessions.
“Employees are the assets of the company, and their health
& safety are always first and foremost in our minds, there is
truly nothing more important. We wanted our employees
to be comfortable in order to live this new experience of
the hybrid conference”, said Walid El Menessi, Chief
Operating Officer.
READ FULL STORY

RECORD FOOTFALL FOR EXPO RIVA SCHUH
& GARDABAGS
IAPCO Member: AIM Group International
Transforming the crisis into an opportunity. That is how one
might summarise the happy conclusion of the digital edition of
Expo Riva Schuh & Gardabags. AIM Group and AIM Communication, supported by Riva del Garda Fiere & Congressi, decided
to launch and make happen the first digital edition of the
bi-annual reference fair for volume footwear and accessories.
A digital marketspace was produced where exhibitors could
present their catalogues of products and meet buyers in
one-to-one appointments. The platform, enriched by artificial
intelligence features, allowed buyers to be in close contact
with the products and exhibitors according to their
real interests.
222 companies in the exhibitors’ area attracted over 21000
views with over 9000 products being consulted in the
catalogue by over 1800 buyers. A record footfall.
READ FULL STORY
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MCI TRANSFORMS
FOR THE DIGITAL AGE

A STAR IS BORN

IAPCO Member: MCI Group

IAPCO Member: TFI Lodestar, UK

MCI announces a new brand design to reflect marketplace

Introducing TFI Lodestar – a new agency for a new era in B2B

demands of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. MCI unveils its

experiential.

vision, branding and full service offering to advise and support
their clients’ needs.

January 2021 saw the merger of two pioneering, awardwinning agencies in the field of live events and B2B

2020 has been a year of transformation for many of MCI’s

experiential – TFI and Lodestar. Delayed by nearly a year

clients with MCI designing tomorrow’s solutions to unleash

due to the COVID crisis, the launch of the newly-branded TFI

the power of community across all audience touchpoints.

Lodestar marks not just its owners’ optimism about the future
but also a genuine sense of excitement about how the lessons

MCI’s creativity is designed to help its clients in the digital

of 2020 will make B2B experiential better, smarter, and more

age to proactively engage tomorrow’s clients, tomorrow’s

effective than ever.

employees and tomorrow’s sponsors, in a highly human

READ FULL STORY

manner and with meaningful interaction.
READ FULL STORY

HELPING SMEs TO
SAVE OUR FUTURE
IAPCO Member:
Japan Convention Services, Inc., Japan
COVID-19 severely changed our lives. Small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) are no exception, however, they need
support in order to protect their unique products, traditional
techniques, and innovative skills for the future. Indeed, their
products greatly contribute to our lives as in general they are
specialists such as craftsmen and engineers. Their main work
is creation and frequently they are not used to negotiating
with other people. This was one of the reasons JCS organised
the Japan SMEs Tech & Services 2020, 7-9 December, in Tokyo.
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Just one example was an exhibit of a full-scale model of the
asteroid explorer Hayabusa 2. The mission of Hayabusa 2
was to explore, not only the origin of planets but also, the
origin of water in the oceans and the origin of life on the earth;
a mission supported by the technological capabilities of many
small and medium enterprises. READ FULL STORY

MEMBERS’ HEADLINES

WONCA EUROPE 2020
LARGEST VIRTUAL EVENT
IAPCO member: GUARANT International
Czech Republic
1560 participants from 67 countries registered at the virtual

The conference ran on the G-con platform which was

conference WONCA Europe 2020 / DEGAM Annual Congress.

basically tailor-made in co-operation with a partner

This was the largest conference of general practitioners and

company. The platform offers all functions needed for

family doctors in Europe, held virtually for the first time.

organising a virtual conference.
READ FULL STORY

THE IMPORTANCE
OF FACE TO FACE
IAPCO Member: Congrès Inc., Japan
“The earth is not a ‘planet where human beings live’, but is a
‘planet of micro-organisms, viruses and wild flora & fauna.’ In
the evolution of homo sapiens, the biggest change was the
size of our brains compared with monkeys and gorillas. And

Summit 2020 in Yokohama, multiple aspects of which were

indispensable to that evolution of the brain was the high level

organised by IAPCO PCO Congrès Inc.

of communication between the pupils of the eyes”, pointed
out Dr. Juichi Yamagiwa, one of the world’s foremost experts in

It brought home to the attendees that no matter how

the study of primatology and human evolution. Dr Yamagiwa

advanced technology could evolve, face-to-face is essential

gave the keynote address at the 2nd ICCA Asia Pacific Chapter.

for humankind. READ FULL STORY

SPORTO ON-LINE –
HARNESSING THE
POWER OF SPORT

The SPORTO conference is one of Europe’s leading events
within the sports marketing and sponsorship industry. Its
2-day programme, 21-22 January, delivered a 360-degree
insight into industry trends with case studies, discussions
and in-depth one-on-one interviews. The main focus was on
sponsorship strategy and activation, branding and building

IAPCO Member: Cankarjev Dom, Slovenia

brand equity; digital communication and innovation, Olympic
marketing, fan engagement and other specific topics were
all embraced. But all had one touch point – harnessing the
power of sport.
A strong and vibrant event implemented by Cankarjev
dom took place on the OnAIR platform delivering its content
to nearly 500 participants around the globe, from Dallas
Mavericks, FIFA, to The Coca Cola Company and from

One of the speakers at Sporto 2021 conference was Ricardo Fort,
Head of Global Sponsorships at The Coca-Cola Company.

charismatic business entrepreneurs to top sportsmen.
More: https://sporto.si/en
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OUR PARTNERS

DESTINATION PARTNERS
Long-term partners of IAPCO, each
representing specific regions of the world

webEDGE
Supporters of web-EDGE educational
programme - KLCC and MyCEB

HOSTS, SERVICE PROVIDERS
& CONVENTION CENTRES
Recognising convention centres and suppliers to the meetings
industry who provide an insight into current trends, latest innovations,
advice and tips and quality service.

Service Provider

Convention Centre
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Service Provider

Service Provider

Service Provider

Annual Meeting Host
2022

Powering the
IAPCO Day

